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Guidelines
General issues
Through various museum pieces examples uploaded in open access WebGL platform published on the
official accounts of recognized museum institutions, this article will aim to highlight good formatting practices
in relation with 3D assets publication and the questioning of the intrinsic work made by those museum to
share this kind of content. Professionals developing reproductions of three-dimensional models must be able
to explain, in a clear and comprehensible way, their acquisitions or modeling process and treatments as well
as all the pipeline leading to a final model.
The raw model obtained either by the photogrammetric or lasergrammetric technique - even the synthesis of
these two methods of acquisition - must necessarily have been treated with professional 3D computer
graphics techniques from the video games or animation movies world such as decimation (reduction of the
polygonal weigh), retopology (rational reorganization of the mesh), relighting, mesh corrections, UV
unwrapping and mapping, generations and corrections of the different texture maps necessary to create a
complex shader simulating the real (PBR) according to the model and the aims of the project (color map,
normal map, displacement map, elevation map, glossiness, roughness, shadow map, AO map, ...), etc. First
for this purpose a comparison between a direct raw model coming from a photogrammetry software that has
not been rectified, except for decimation to be easily exported to an online viewer will be made with a final
model retouched upstream and downstream in a linear pipeline :
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Fig. 1. Difference between untreated and treated model a) Texture and mesh; b) Retopology; c) UV Mapping and
Unwrapping (© Henry-Louis Guillaume).
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In a second time, to determine the keys to judge the quality of the models found on online digital collections
of different museums, a reading grid taking into account various criteria specific to the treatment of these
digital achievements will be presented. Shortcomings will be identified in order to make significant
observations highlighting the possible improvements in the delivery process of digital reproductions with
theoretical and practical explanations :
The treatment, corrections and aspect of the mesh and its topology able to give size in space and details
informations of a model : weight of the model determined by the polygonal density according to its surface,
respect of its real scale, its position in the space (initial position and rotation center), the surface cleaning
process (denoising and smoothing, filling of holes, flying polygons deletion, etc.) and retopology
requirements (single or differentiated definition or composite mesh).

Fig. 2. Production process of PBR textures composing a realtime render shader, Henry-Louis Guillaume (© ULB PANORAMA).

The quality of the colorimetric representation and the sustainability of this data able to help better stylistic
comprehensions of an artefact and the possibility to have a better view on the craftship technique : textures
size according to a suitable texel ratio, definition and quality of the unfolding process and its usability (UV
Unwrap, UV mapping, UV packing and use of texture atlas), respect of the real colorimetry of the subject,
presence of a delighting process and its implication in the rendering (production of an Albedo map in addition
of a color map) as well as the overall clarity during manipulations such as a zoom on particular details of the
model.
The appropriate presence and use of different texture maps that make up a realistic rendering taking into
account the subject's materials and light influence on them to observe how an artefact materials interact in
the real world and some effects based on the choices of its materials : in order to fully render the appearance
of the subject, real-time renderers use PBR shaders (Physically Based Rendering) requiring several specific
maps to give a realistic appearance. The production of those necessary maps are based on the materials
subject in order to provide to the shader the necessary informations to work properly. The lack or the
erroneous use of maps in the shader will obviously imply an uncontrolled data or a confusion in the
rendering.
The light incidence on the model and its visual presentation as a collection part in a museum and how the
how the museum curator want to present this digital model for the public : depending on the type of shader
selected in the real-time rendering engine and on the needs of the model representation, the type of lighting
will be highlighted (spot light, HDRI , shadeless, etc.), its implementation, its complexity and the impact on
the rendering of the subject explained in different cases.
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The global composition and rendering enhancement options within a WebGL 3D model reader such as
2
Sketchfab to enhance visibility of the model with photographic filters in order to highlight it in the scene :
real-time engines offer additional options to enhance the rendering of the subject or compose a staging to
emphasize various effects the modeling or visual rendering of three-dimensional representations. Used
wisely, these additional options and effects can significantly enhance the visibility of spécific details. On the
other hand, in some cases, they can hinder a good scan of digitized artifacts.
Quality production will also take care of archiving each step of the work in order to be able to use the raw
and the intermediate datas to improve a posteriori a model, either to correct it or to complete it by adding
additional details inevitably leading to an addition of data as well as a guarantee of compatibility through
numerous modeling programs and rendering engines for different publication types.
All the observations and ascertainment made in this work will lead to define a complete specifications chart
synthesis aiming to specify at best the expectations of all the actors - museum and producers - in terms of
world heritage collection models reproduction publication giving a better experience and scientific analyses
possibilities for students and international researchers that don’t have directly access to those real artefacts.
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Sketchfab is a platform to publish, share, discover, buy and sell 3D, VR and AR content. It provides a viewer based on the WebGL and
WebVR technologies that allows users to display 3D models on the web, to be viewed on any mobile browser, desktop browser or
Virtual Reality headset.
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